
Noisy fingerprint classification using multilayer perception with, 
fuzzy georrretrical and textid features 

- 

A multilayer perceptrcm is used for the classification of noisy fingerprint patteri%. in the first phase the input vector consists 
of some fiw gmmekricalt features. In the semnd phasq we use some texture-based and dircctioql fkatures. The ou@ut 
Gectcr is defined in terms of five Asses, viz., whorl, IelI loop, right loop, twin loop and plain arch. PcrklrQation is produced 
.mndpnfy at p&q1 hark% to generate noisy @terns. Cut marks and loss of information in certain random Iocations are 
also simulated. The investigation helps to demoiktrak the generalization ability of the model in fiandling distorted fmgerpritit 
images. 
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1. IEBtmwim In pattern recognition and image analysis, we often . 

Artificial &ural~ n&arks [S, 91 are found to he 
want to measure ge~metrikal~ proper&i of iegions In 
ati inlage that are not-crisply defined. ?&&y,iof the,&+ 

proficient in solving various pattern recognition prob- dard geometrical properties of and relationship among 
lems. An advantage &neural nets lies in the high com- regions can be generalized to fuizy subsets. There htis 
put&ion rate jlrovided by their massive parallelism, been a great heal of work in this regard by R$&- 
& ,that real-time processing of huge data sets be- feld [ 15, 161 who made these generaliaations tid exi 
comes foible’ with proper hardware. The networks tended the co&e@ of digital picture g@&hy t.o. w 
are also. fotind so k. kbust to inpvt &ke .and gener- subs&s.. Such an extension is called fuzzy geometry 
.aIly de@ade gr&@ll~~to loG:of components. On the of image s&se&. Some: more work l&been done- iti 
other hand, the utility bf e sets, [7, 191 is inhcr- this rep&, by Pal tit al. 13; I I.-131. Fk geometrical 
,ent in- ttiir abihq.to mode! I+ y+tain 0~ ambigu- mekres have- aIso. kn found to refl&t the @atid 
.ous &ta e ofieri encountered ‘in real life. Therefor&, (geqmetricai) qb&&y of an image. &is ,tkey ‘tim 
fumy net@ networki [j, -14]‘are designed to utilize 
a synthks of ihe ‘computational power of the tie&al 

to be useful, jn .computing image pqerties and ,prO- 
viding soft d&ion foi image descriptiiin tid analysis 

networks’along with the uncer@inty handling capabil-. by not allowing one to commit hard de&tins.. I 
iti& of fuzzy %$ic. : :] Texture :is otie .of the imp&@nt, ch&ac+tics ,u&$ 
: ~ :. ,: ‘, in @&Gifying objects’& @d%~s c&interest in & id ‘, ‘, 
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mea>ures of the spatiat disttibution gf gmy levels in an 
image. The methoci based on se@d-&d& statistidat 
featu~s, obtained from the &ay .!evel co-ticutience 
matfi,x j4], asswmes that,the textuq infoimation i” tin 
imag! is containkd in the, overall or “‘wemgk” s@- 
tial relationships’tihitih the gray tbnes have to pne 
another. -This :schetie has been. found to prc!! ~du a 
powerfuI input feature reprcscntation ‘for vaiicIls 
recognition problems. 

: Automated fingerprint clagsificatjon constitutes a .* i 
&n&x ‘problem:.in. the p&tern recognition domain. 
Conventional approaches for. fingerprint classifica- 
tic&recognition involve various Q&S such as noise 
cleanihgienhancement of the images, thinning of 
ridges,. feature extraction and (then] matching. As 
the regions are not +!yays wel! defined’{ particularly 
b&ausc’ of the presence. of noise, cut marks, blurs, 
excess ink or loss.of information), any hard decision 
made at. an operaiion ‘would have ati impact on the 
higher-level tasks; thereby introducing!enhancing the 
uncertainty in ‘the final decision. Moreover, as the 
size .of the database increases,. the overall recognition 
task maj; bectimd,c6mputati&aHy.more intensive. 

A connectionist approach, ,with the input features 
being directly cbmputed from the raw fingerprints 
without doing low-level opW&InS, may be proposed 
as a solution for eficientiy tackling such huge sets of 
cmiplicated data and in handling uncertainties in the 
.deciGon making process. Note that other connection- 
ist approaches, using low-level operations for prt- 
.proc~$+g thq fingerprint images, include the w:)fk 
jeportedliin 161 (usjtig extracted feature ridge pattern : 
as input’ and. bifTercnt subnettiorks for each finger- 
print category) and [IO] (using moment invariants for 
ficgerprint mct&ing). 
.‘I ih@ prryent work is ati attempt LO demonstrate the 

&pabili~y:of a:mtiltilaytir perceptron (MLP j for clas-, 
sif+g ,fing@rptints HI the afc&aid framework. where 
,fuzRzy geometrical krltr,wsl” and textGal and direc- 
,tionai -fe&yes ofthe fingerprint images arc considered 
as ihput.’ The present ifivestigation also demonstrates 
the ieneialization capability ofthe MLP in identifying 
rC+y, i$timplcti,-blurred. distorted ,!r 3 cut marked 
‘fingerprints, particularly when it is tr,io,+ ,o,Jy with 
unambiguous (correct) iia+$es. The wcl,k is carried 
oii’iti .tWb stages,- ln the, first p%t, we use fuzzy ge- 
‘umetncal, &sttirss as the,. input .~ector. In. the ,second 
part, ‘Ithe ‘input’ icctpr consists of features :&acted 
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from text& atid some directional properties. The @t- 
‘put is. expresvd .in terns of. the ~v~rious fingerprint 
categories: NO&Z that in both cases &training i? done 
with unambiguous (noise-fkee) data. 

2. Feature extrstction from fingerprint-image 

A fmzy subset of a set S is a mapping 11 from, S 
into [O. I], For any p E S. /I( p) is called the degree of 
membership,of p In jr. A crisp (ordinary or non-fuzzy)’ 
subset of S can be regarded as a special case of a fuzzy 
subset in which the mapping 11: is into (O-1 ). Some of 
the fuzzy geometrical prciperties of/r. relevant to the 
present work. are described below. 

Let /J( \) denote a fuzzy representation of an A’, x iv!. 
image I, i.c., a mapping ~1 from 1 E { 1,. . . , !Vq ) into 
[O. I] representing a fuzzy subset of 1. For conve- 
nience, we shali use ~1 only to denote /i(1) in this work. 

AWN: The area of a fuzzy subset 11 is defined as 

where the integration is taken over a region outside 
which jr = 0. For Jt being piece-wise constant (,in case 
of digital image) the area is 

::le summation, being considered over a region outside 
which 11 = 0. The area is therefore the weighted sum 
of the regions on which jr has constant value weighted 
by these values. 

Av-iwrer: If jr is p&e-wise constant, the perimeter 
of 11 is defined as 

i. j.L 
l.3) 

This is just the *eighted sum of the lengths of the arcs 
.d(i.,i. X-1 along which the regions havmg 11 vatues jr(i) 
-and rrc,jj meet, weighted by the absolute difieren&e 
of these ,values. In case of an image if we cdnsider 
the pixels as the piece-wise constant r+otis,‘and the 
c~~~rnon arc length for adjkent pixels as ,u&ty. then 
the pa-imctcr of an -image is, detined by 



Phy&ajl$, cdmpact&s means the fraction of max- 
inium area (that can be encircled by the perimeter) 
actually occupied by the fuzzy regionlconcept repre- 
sented by p: 

H&I~ unS width: The height h(p) and width H+(P) 
of a fuzzy set fl are defined by 

where the inte&ration is taken over a region outside 
which ~(x, y) = 0. For. a digital picture the definitions 
take the form 

L’ .c 

and 

w(p) = C max 
.T _1 

So, height ( widt +I) of a digital picture,is the sum of the 
maximum membership values of e;lrh row (column). 

Cenyth: The length of a fuzzy set /r may be defined 
as 

f P 1 

&me the ;n~~~tion is taken over the region wtside 
which crf.u,>*) 7 0. ,In case of a digital picture the 
eipression takes the form 

Br&.&~: The breadth gf a fuzzy set 11 may be de- 
fir&& 

I,, 

where the integraLion:& taken over the region-c+Jfside 
which /@;y) T 0. For a digital image .,, 

(13) 

The length (breath ) of &I image fuzzy sub&t giYcs its 
longest expansion in the y direction (x direction). If- 
b’ is crisp, p(x. .tl) = 0 or 1; then length (breadth) is 
the maximum number of pixels in a column (row). 

Index ofareu roceraqe (MAC): The index of area 
coverage of a’ fw set tiay be defined as 

XOA C of a fuzzy image subset reepretits the fraction 
(which may beimpropr also) of the maximum area 
(that can be -covered by the length and breadth bf the 
image) actually occupied by the image. 

The textural features are computed from a set of an- 
gular nearest-neighbour gray-tone spatial-dependence 
matrices [41. The conteXtria1 texture infontiati& is 
specified by the matrix of relative frequencies I’ij with 
which two neighbourkg resolution cells, having gray 
levels i and j and separated by a distance 5, occur in 
the image. 

The unnormaliied frequencies are defined by the 
elements P(i.j, 6; 0) of a set of co-occurrence ma- 
trices. -where 8 is 0’. 4$“. 90” and 135”. foi’hori- 
zontal, right-diagonal, vertical and left-diagonal 
neighbour pairs, respectively. For nearest neighboti 
pairs,‘we have 6 = 1. Then the number of neighbour- 
ing resolution ceil pairs R is given by ., 



: The- &a&~ .H~n~oy( 4 ) also provides- an indica- . . .! ,’ 
,&on .of the-amount Iof homogeneity [8] in the texture. 
,Et is expwss!d as 

Mote that the notation 0 was omitted in Eqs. ( 16) 
and ( 17) to avoid clutter. Each measure may be cal- 
culated Your times, corresponding to each of the four 
dire&on4 co-occurrence matrices. The average val- 
ues ‘At and Hi provide a non-directional (rotation- 
invariant) texture representation. We have 

H, = S(Ho+Hjr+HgU+H135?. 

Next, let us consider the N, x N,’ image to be 
traversed along the right diagonal. vertically (across 
the middk);aIong~the left diagonal and horizontally 
(along the m~detle and alsc !k lower region ), such that 
each of the tive directional travcr.sals encompasses a 
band of IV pixels., 
.’ Frr414twj* is defined as tZt; :?umber of rimes one 
-encounters humds or Iocal mairi: ~.a (valleys or local 
minima) among ihe gray tone valutrz 31 th: course of 
the traversal, An average value is computed along each 
direction, considering the goup of 11; pixels. We have 

‘.‘,: D&~rt+r.tl is evaluated as the square of the r&j’&-- 
&e in the gray level v-alues, between successive pix- 
&, zitong the direction of tmversal. We define 

where’p.&d p + I refer to cunsecutivc pkels along 
the chose! direction. 

Dik-ticwil hei~ght is computed as the normalized 
sti,m of the maximum’gm)r tone value (among.thc band 
of 1%’ pixels) hlong 4he direction of traversal. It is-ex- 
-pressed as ‘, 

T = k’,x inax (G,) (2i, il- * u i’ 
+vhere tbe,summatipn over ‘JI refers to the set of pixels 
along +$ dijcction: of traversal. : 
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Di;rul*ril& ~~n&rrrsl (for vertical traver+t with ori- 
entation 0) is computed as 

, (22) 

where P’liJ) refers to the relative frequencv with 
which twu nearest neighbour c&s; having my Iev- 
els i and j occur along the vertical band of w pix- 
els in the image. Here, the normalizing constant is 
2lCpq - 1 )* 

3. The muMayer pfmept~un 

The multilayer perceptron (MLP) [5, 93 consists 
of multiple layers of sigmoid processing elements or 
neurons that interact using weighted connections. 
Consider the network given in Fig. 1. The output of 
a neuron in any layer other than the input layer 
(h > 0) is given by 

where JF! is the state of the ith neuron in the pre- 
ceding 11th layer and W$ is the weight of the tionnec- 
tion from the ith neuron in layer h to the jth ne,tiron 
in layer II + I. For nodes in the input. layer we h& 
$ = I:!, where ~7 is the jth component.oE the i:?put 
vcclor. 

The least mean square error in output vectors, for a 
given network weight vector n*. is defined by 

where J:~~.(K) is the state obtained for output node 
j in layer H in input--output case ~7. and drOl. is its 
desired state specified by the tcwdrrr. One method 
for minmlizatiqn of E is to apply the method 
of gradient-descent by starting with any set of 
wiehts and repeatedly updating each weight by an 
am&nt 

(2’5) 

where thr positive constant i: controls -the descent, 
0~ r,< 1 is the momentum coefficieni, and I denotes 

,., i- ,’ 
i .’ ‘. 
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the. number of the iteration currently in progress. 
After a number of sweeps through the training set, 
the error,E-in Eq. (24) may be’minimized. 

To model real-life data with finite belongingness to 
more than one class, we can clamp the desired mem- 
bership values (lying in the range [O, 1 ] ) at the output 
nodes during training. For the ith input pattern wle de- 
fme the desired output of the, jth output nod& BS dj. 
yhere 0 <dj < 1 for aI1 j. In the crisp case this reduces 
to di f (0.1 r’. 

4. The output .vecfur fur the litigerjwint pattern 

:  

‘Depending ugon the ridge flow on tk core area irid .. 
thhe number of delta points, fingerprints can be broadly ‘, 
classified (according to Henry) [2) as 
l Plain arch: Ridges enter from the left side, r-i& in 

the middle and leave on the right side. 
l ’ Tented arch: Same as in plain arch, but the amount 

of rise in the middle is more here. 
l Loop: This is the most common tj-p~ Ridges enkr 

from one side, proceed towards the centre and then 
turn to leave from the same side. There are t\;ro 
categories, viz., left loop and right loop, depending 
on the direction of the loop formed. 

a Whorl: Ridge flow in the core area is cktlar, and 
two delta points .are d&red. 

l Tv+i.n loop: The core area consists of ridges from- [~ 
two distinct loop pattkps. ., ..- 

a Accidental: This type consists of those patternS 
that cannot be! classified. -under kny-‘of the above. .:I 
categkies . ; 
in this article, ,we have studied the, classifteation 

a&y of or& ,method on ‘five common’ classes, vi& 
who& I& lop, right loop, twin loop and. &tin .- 
arch. The& corkspbnd tb the: ftve ‘oil&rut ,n&. wim 

.,deked output,d, for the M/P usp.f. iFig. 2 sh@ws some ‘. ,,,. ._ 

Fingerprint images essentially consist of fidges 
and valleys. -The ridges run somewhat pamllei~y 
and slowly : over the finger. The ridge structure 
and the- skin texture provide the, uniqueness to 
the fingerprint. apd this remains unchanged. dur- 
ing one’s lifetime. A fingerprint cons&s of three 
regions, viz., cure area, marginal area and base 
kea- The ridges from these three areas meet at a 
triangular formation called the deha region. The 
cent+ bsf this region is ‘.i&ntified as the delta 
point: : . . ,, I ‘, 

I :. :. ,,, :. 
.. :: ; .: ;. 
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typjzal iryges of these five differerit fingerp&t cate- 
gories,, ,, I :,, ‘- 

;’ ; ,., ,.I 

5. Noi§y ~r;arttecm fijeeration 

1”: practice. we lget fingerprints which are noisy. 
Noise may be of different types. There may be tine or 
more cut mark(s) in the fingerprint, some portion uf 
the fingerprint image may be missing due to an im- 
pfoperly t&en impression:or noise may be distributed 
throughout the image. To model such situations, we 
have generated noisy fingerprint data using the fol- 
lowing tkchniques. 

With an objjective of creating more patterns and also 
to test the performance of the model in the presence 
of distorted images, we introduced noiss. Perturbation 
was made randomly at ~rP% of the ,Y, x tL!- pixels 
(for,each pattern). Let,.pixel p with gray value GP be 
randomljr chosen to be perturbed. Then ‘we have 

for p= IJ,..., @-c * ,V, + ,A(, ,T 100. where nr repre- 
sents the ma@ude of noise introduced. 

Next, we randomly selected a prudefined 
age of pixels and injected random noise in 
responding gray values. Let the magnitude 

percent- 
the cor- 
of noise 

so a&d be represented by X = X. where .Y is nor- 
‘mafly, distributed. We use X h .2’( nr. rr), where nt is- 
the mean and :the cf is the standard deviation c:f thhc 
~n&m~l distribution. Thus, if a pixel .p with gray value 
G,, is selected randomly, its new gray value becomes 

:suc h that, 0 < GP < 5’:;. 

Any two ,points in the fingerpririt image, were se- .’ 
le&&mn~q~l~~and !I@ pixels lyingion a line #width 

b,,. joining, th& twb p@nts were set to -tie high& 
gray value+ N+ In other words; we used’ ~ 

,’ 

for all pixels :b lying alung~the.~enera!ed line’(of width, 
k,,. ), to simulate a cut mark on, the fingerprint image. 
The cut marks were gen&ted .in two different &&I- 
tations (along the left and right diagonals through the 
image), such that they are 90* apart. These are termed 
ai thefilrlrurdand rmvw directions, respectiirely, f@ 
all later references. 

To model the occurrence of loss of informaGon in 
a certain portion of a fingerprint image, we selected 
a portion of the image randsmly. Setting al! the pix- 
cls within this portion to the highest (NJ or lowest 
( I ) gray, value simulates the loss of information in. 
tkt region. So we have GF = NJ I ) for al1 pixels p 
Iyrnt within the randcimly selected portion of thc.im- 
zgs., Note that setting GP = .4$ models the case for 
insuffi~jgnl inking of the fingerprint in the said region, 
whereas setting GP = I simulates the condition of ex- 
cess inking or blotches. 

WI: randomly selected several seed points and gen- 
erated box~b of size 6, x b, around these points i? 
each case. Then the g&y values of the pixels within 
these regions were replaced by the avci-dge of all pix- 
els within ahe respective boxes. 

There were initially thirty two noise-free Gngerpiint 
patterns, belonging to the five categories Whorl, leff 
loop,- right loop, twin loop a&plain a&h. hi proce7 
dure {i ), -we -generated’ a. total of ,45 -noisy ,samples,. 
tandomly perturbing. IO?/0 of t,he pixel l&atiQns with 
constant- maeitude (0~ = 2) of noise -by Eq. -(26), 
while the original, 32 patierns were used for &ining 
the network, The input feature+‘w~re..extractejd g de- 
scribed in %&ion 2, in cases cif ,@oth the tr&ing -as 
.well as te’seG.,A width ~fti* - 5 was ch&en.for the 
diiectional features .of ‘Eqs. ( I g)+i2)., : j ., 1.. 

,I I, ‘,’ ,, ‘- 
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Fig. 3. The di&rcnt tybes of noise m&lied. (a I Random noise, (h! cut rlark. (c I missing information (black 1. and (d L missins information 
(u’hilc ). 

-1 Procedure (ii) involved, simulating randpm noise. 
cut, ma+ And lbss’ of: infci-ation in! certain regions, 
$, explained‘in StictionG 5.2-5.5. Thi:~v&ous types of 
noise injected are ilfustrged in, Fig. 3. For inserting 
rgndom ,noise into an image we used a normal dis- 
tribution, with mean 2 and stantfaid deviation 10.0. A 
aitid oi’lO% gf the pixels from the whole image were 
seIect&l fdr this purp&. In tfie case Eif cut marks a 
band bf width /I,~;‘= 5 was chosen. jn Eq. (281, while. 
-for-the’ averaging of &a~ value% of S&ion 5.5 WC 
used b&es of length h, = ?l. Oqce again the 32 un- 
atibip& ( noise-fre,t ) fingerprint irriages constituted 
thz training set. j 

-The multilayer perceptron had five .oytput nodes 
corresponding to ithe. five fingerprint categories. U’e 
.&&J v&iou!i number: of lay& as weli as. hidd&.&des ,, ” : ” ,,, 

: ; :, ,. .: ,- ,...-’ 
: .. .’ ‘. ; : ;- -, ., ,-. I. _’ 

~1. Note‘ that in the case of networks having wo 
,hidden layers. the number of hidden n&s ti was 
indicated as ml ‘: m, m-responding to the two layers 
respectively. The best match b was computed for the 
training set while the individual classwiserecopition 
scores along with the overall score t w&e computed 
for the test set. The network was trained in the batch 
mode and all input features were r,xmalized to the 
range [Q*l]. 

The whole image was first divided into 16 blocks. 
gzach of size 64 x 64. Then we calculated the.&ght 
fuzzy: geometrical features 3f Eqs. (. 1 )-( 14) for,ea@ 



100.0 Best ‘&tch )I loo.0 100.0 100.0 1uo.Q io0.q 

Test 
Whorl 77.78 77.78 77.78 37.78 77.78 77% 
L. loop 66.67 55.56 66.67 55.56 55.56 66.67 
R. loop tM.67 66.67 66.67 66.67 66.67. 66.67 
T. loop 1 uo..o IQO.0 100.0 I w.0 100.0 8X.89 
P. arch loo.0 100.0 1mo loo.0 loo.0 100.0 

Overall I x2.22 kO.0 82.22 80.0 80.0 80.0 

suet! subimages and generated a total of 128 features 
for a fingerprint. An MLP with a single hidden layer 
consisting of m hidden nodes was used for classifying 
the images. A totil of around 1000 sweeps were re- 
quired to reduce the error sufficiently during training, 

61.1. Procedl.fre (i) 
Here vire yd the entire data set of 128 input fea- 

tures. The results in Table 1 demonstrate 100% learn- 
ing ,over. the training set (consisting. of the original 
32 unambiguous images) and a good perfotiance 
( 2 8@%) forth& teas& It~titi observed.that the model 
had relative difficulty in classifjllng patterns falling 
under the -categories left loop and right loop. The 
test set conesponded to the patterns generated using 
random ,noise of constant magnitude as described in 
Section 5,1. 

6.12.~~ i?rot;udtire (ii] 
in this part we tested the effect of reducing the rather 

large. number of input features (used in Procedure (i )) 
,OR a &-wH~ set of,nqisy patterns. Foi this purpuse 
\nie selected fiiie features, viz., @rim&r. c~~~ipuct- 
WW, ICY&. breudth ,and N?.4,C (from the eight initial 
fuzy g~ometical features) ‘intuitively. It can bc ob 
skcrved from Eqs.. ( 1) and (2) that area is m&y the 

: sum’df aI! tie pixels in an image. The&fore, ‘we ig- 
nOred the fea&e urea as this does pat consider any 
~~fi~~g~&ourhood info&&n bf a pixel. Sin& the i‘ea- 
tures hui&t and Imyth @e analogous to the feattires 
widtlT grid breadth, respectively (the only difference 

’ -being.that the comput&ion is row-wise/column-wisp), 
.~: we’ selected, oply rhe- fean$es +/@r 2nd brua&z from :, :.. .” ,i. ,.’ ,, ; ‘..,’ ” 
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this set. In addition, we retained the’ two extracted 
features, viz., wnzputness and WAC. These five 
features were calculated for each of the subimages 
(obtained as above), generating a total cf 80 fea- 
tures. A mu!tilayer perceptron with; one hidden layti- 
containing 25 nodes was trained for 1000 sweeps 
during training and 100% dassificatioti accuracy was 
okdined for the trair?ing set (consisting of the 32 un- 
ambiguous images). Finally the network was test&d 
with the diRerent types of noisy data (simulated a& 
described in Sections 5.2-5.51, &nsisting .of,n&loti 
noise with randpm magnitude, cut marks, infprmatiori 
loss and averaging uf gray values 

T&le 2 shows the results of the testing phase using 
both 128 and 80 features. (During training the classiii- 
cation accuracy was I OU”/u iA both cases..) The results 
reveal that the data are very much: stpsitivo to random 
noise as compared to tither types of noises. This may 
& explained by the fact that the toMI number of pix- 
els @erturbed in ,this ease, i.e., I oo/o, wti much ‘jar&a. 
than that involved in the oth& cases (like cut mark, in- 
formation lo& or averaging of information ). jThe per- 
formance was found to be the best iri the u&e of the 
patterns where the gray values had tqn averaged over 
small regions. As expected. the pqfonnaqce deteri& 
rated (on the whole) with ,a reduction in the nu@ber 
of input feat&es. ; .. . . . .. ., 

Next tie computed all the eight fuzzy.gpOtitrical 
features of Eq. ( 1 )-.( 14) j&Mly, oy, the .&hole im- 
age; without dividing it into blocks. The tiwork was 
trained with these eight input, fea$Tes (wi+’ W,q 
hiddtzti n&l&) for 50,000 -s%eeps when %80/B -clas- 
si+ati& accuracy was &t+ned. T&king w+s carried 
,out on thk noisy dat3.z a+& Results ,of Table 3 I I- ,i- ,-,i i 



demonsttite that the performance is again very much- 
sensitive to the prwer.ce of random noise, and least 
se&dive to the cam tir‘ t!~e av:;aging 3? gray 
valki&. Note that the recognition ability of *hb: nct- 
work is poorer in ail cases with this reduced i:lput 
fdriture set. 

I .  

A total of 27 textural and directitinai features were 
generated from the whole image using I$. (16)-,-( 22 ). 
:Thc training and test sets were the same as used in - 
&se of the fu&y geometrical features desk-ribed in 
Sect+ 6. I ( foi the two corr&ponding j7ro~whrt~.s). 
The, number of Swieps required during’ training, wwe 
of the :&der of it 50 to 2cio. It may be’ mentioned that 
-here each input f’eature was computed along the ‘four 
d~~ections;,vi~.,.vu-lical, hoiizontal, right diagonal and 
left’ diagonal. This served to ‘capture the directional 
properties of the image pattern. INote that this tech- 
nique ‘is, different from the divi$ijn, inlo bjocks as dc- 
scribed for the ,fuzzy geometrical features. Thus both 

1. : 
,, ;. 
.,, .‘. 

techniques serve to capture more information about 
the input space, albeit in different ways. 

6.2.1. Proi’dwe ii) 
Table 4 depicts the results obtained with the textu- 

ral and directional fcaturcs with the test set being gen- 
erated using random ntnise of constant magnitude ‘as 
described ‘in Section 5.1. During training, the network 
classified with 100% accuracy. The testing phase was 
also reasonably good, considering the much smaller 
number of’sweeps required for training and & smaller 
number of input features involved (as compared to the 
fuzzy geometrical features of Table I ‘j. 

6.2.2. Prmduru (iii 
In this part we used a three-layered MLP with j5 

hid&n nodes. The performance on the ‘noisy data 
was found tt> be poorer in Table 5, -as compared to 
that &bt&ed w-ith the fuz& geametridal~‘feati.tres of 
Tables 2, and-3. Here we have te3ted thi effectiveness 
of the njodcl for ‘dist&ion under.-diRerent typ& of 
noise simulattd as described ,in :Secti,& 53-5.5. .I’. 

,. :, 

: .I ~ : : 1.. 
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&3-r niardl b 100.0 IOO.0 100.0 100.0 IWO I wo.o 

Test 

Whort 66.7 66.7 66.7 66.7 55.6 66.7 
L. loop 66.7 loo.0 loo.0 667 66.: I wo.o 
R. hop 66.7 66.7 66.7 66.7 44.4 44.4 
T. Loop 55.6 88.9 88.9 100. ,77.8 77.8 
P. Arch 100.0 loo.0 IOO.0 loo.0 100.0 IWO 

Overall 1 71.1 84.4 84,4 &Cl.0 68.9 79.8 

Table 5 
Recognition score (?bl of n&y data with textural and directional features 

cut ma* Information loss 

Noise type Random noise Forward Reverse Black White Avenging gray vahles 
- 

-Whorl 20.0 60.0 100.0 20.0 20.0 loo.0 
L. loop IOO.0 100.0 100.0 66.7 33.3 loo.0 
R. loop 0.0 66.7 0.0 : 100.0 100.0 10.0 
T. iwp 0.0 71.4 28.6 40.0 40.0 85. .i 
P. arch 57..2 loo.0 90.3 k’W.0 100-O lW.0 

Overall I 37.5 84.4 71.9 68.8 65.6 96.9 

This work serves to bring out the utility of the fuzzy 
geometrical’ feattures in classifying fin&erprint images 
under various types of distortion; viz.,, random noise, 
cut’marks, information loss and averaging of gray val- 
ues. It is’observed that the more conventional texture- 
based features are Iess effective in modelling such 
cases. Note that, once again, the network generated 
the worst results in the case of random noise and kst 
results (comparable to that of Tables 1-3) in the case 
of the averaging of gray values. 

., 

proper& ThP &put WiU provided in terms cf the 
five fingerprint categories, viz., whorl, left loop, right 
loop, twin loop and plain arch. Randqm perturbation 
of pixel gray values was undertaken to ob& noisy 
patterns. Cut marks and loss of information in certain 
regions were also simulated to. model damaged or dis- 
torted patterns. Note that in both cases.the training set 
consisted of the unambiguous (noise-free) fingerprint 
images. 

: The multilayer perceptron was used ‘for the classi- 
fication of noisy ,fingerprint images. in the first phase, 
f-&y geometrical features were used,as. the input vec- 
tor. !n t& sec&h ,case, the input vect& donsisted of 
features exbcted from texture ,and sotie dir&ional 

I. ,I .: i : ,.. I. :’ :- .: ,, 
., .’ / ., : 

: .’ :’ 
..I-, =- ,.. .,.. .’ .- ,, .’ ‘.:. 

The results demonstrate. that the use of fuzzy ge: 
ometriCa1 features helped ihe ne.ural network in rec- 
ognizing distorted patterns, to an appreciable extent. 
This is a. ksitive indication of the generalizatiqn‘ 
ability of the neural net based -&roach ,and the 
,choice of the fuzq input features selected. for the 
purpose of classieing distorted fingerprjnt patt@ms.. 
The noise could be in the form of cut .marks. blurs 
or perhi$s be due to insufficient ,inking oti ,smetifing 
qf the, @g&print images. Although only. synthetic 

.I 



.The fact that, i!hc :c*ui ~&rL~ or ‘iciss tg’ ir$mwtim, 
could be better-&ssified by the. tieurn! n&ork:brings 
out ti iniere&g PQint 6 fur&r investigat,ion. ,Per- 
haps the; 40% ran+m nois$,:which ~&iily damaged 
the ‘pttem, very Mile,. caticd Wne majoy chatiies -iit 
.the fe&ure ‘vaIues” computed (b@th in @es of fuzzy 
g~metri&l qnd tqFtural/ directional features’). This 
ds fur the selection of sotile new featurizs (p&&ably 
with a different approach) that may be able to over- 
came this problem. However, it -should also be noted 
that the ~O%l~c,ati~ns of a’256 k 256 image consist of 
~mudh’~&~e~pixels than a cut $rk ofsize (say) 21 x 5 
.ut a region of information loss of size (say) 21 x 21. 
This probably a&aunts for.the betrer !Jerformance in 
the latter cast even though the distortion may have 
been in a sensi;ive region of the image that is relevwt 
fgr the.ctz@icqtion. 
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